Abstract Recent research on mild wearing systems running under boundary lubrication conditions focus more and more on the role of the nano-crystalline layer present at the surface of the components in contact. This layer has a typical thickness of a few tenths of nano-meters up to a few microns depending on the operational conditions. The role of this layer with respect to wear is, however, still unclear as well as its mechanical behavior. In this study, a first step is made in incorporating this type of layer into a wear model. Using an elasto-plastic semi-analytical-method the effect of different material behaviors reported through out current literature for the nano-crystalline layer on wear is studied. From the results it can be concluded that the effect of this mechanically altered layer has an important influence on the wear of the system, especially during the initial phase of running.
Introduction
The wear of components is of great interest to industry and society and therefore a lot of research is conducted on this topic. The publications range from developed (pragmatic) wear equations to written descriptions about the wear of certain systems, for a review the reader is referred to the article of Meng and Ludema [1] . As can be concluded from this article, many different equations are used and still one of the most commonly used is the Archard/Holm equation [2] , where it is assumed that the wear is linear related to the sliding distance and normal load. Currently this model is most often used, or a derivative of it, enabling it to be incorporated within a numerical method such as BIM and FEM, see, e.g., [3] [4] [5] . This type of models yields good results if the appropriate specific wear coefficient is used and appropriate care is taken in chosen the right incremental steps for the sliding distance and load. However, it does not give insight into the wear mechanism behind material removal. The driving force behind the wear of materials is still a topic which is researched intensively in literature. The research is currently focusing more toward the micro-/nanolevel, as it is becoming clearer that the friction and wear in systems are determined in the first few nano-/micrometers underneath the surface. Looking at systems operating in boundary lubrication conditions extensive grain refinement down to tenths of nanometer is seen near the surface and different plastic material properties can be expected through the Hall-Petch relationship and the inverse Hall-Petch relationship [6, 7] , e.g. material hardening or softening, respectively. Both of these theories are based upon physical hypotheses. The alleged mechanism behind the Hall-Petch relationship is the pile up of dislocations/grain, refinement, e.g., dislocation density increase. Since in coarse grain material the main plasticity mechanism is dislocation diffusion, the energy needed for this increases and thus the material is hardened. However, if the grain size is reduced to a level at which every crystal can only contain a very limited number of dislocations no pile up occurs and thus hardening due to grain refinement/dislocation pile up is limited. If now the grain size is reduced further a different types of plasticity mechanism is suggested; grain boundary slip rather than dislocation diffusion [8] , e.g., the grains themselves are not deforming but the lattice as a total and grains start slipping over each other. This mechanism would promote super plasticity at relatively low temperatures, suggesting that a softer and more ductile layer is formed at the surface preventing the brittle and hard (sub-surface) bulk material from yielding. Other authors, however, claim an increase of hardness toward the surface [9] , suggesting that the Hall-Petch relationship still holds even at submicron grain sizes. Both of these theories are consistent with theoretical and experimental studies performed at n(ano)-c(rystalline) materials [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The influence of this gradual increase and/or decrease of the yield stress on wear are currently not treated in a theoretical manner. In this article a first step to include the NC-layer, which are observed in experiments performed, is taken. The formation of this layer will not be dealt with, and it is assumed that the layer is stable after running-in conditions [18] having a constant thickness and grain size.
The wear model used in this study was first discussed by Nelias et al. [19] based on a semi-analytical elasto-plastic contact code. The SAM code was first developed by Jacq et al. [20] and later on adapted to include friction by Nelias et al. [21] . In the latter study, it is stated that there is a threshold equivalent plastic strain at which the material will start tearing. The formed crack will then grow toward the surface enclosing a volume which will form a wear particle. This method is used successfully to study two academic situations for a smooth surface with a high load and a lowly loaded isotropic rough surface [19] . In both the situations an overall coefficient of friction of 0.4 is assumed. It was shown that during the first contact cycles the surface can either run in (smoothening of the rough surface) or run out (roughening of the smooth surface). In the current model a similar approach is used; however, a local coefficient of friction based on the effectiveness of the lubricant to protect the surface is used.
It is suggested that a lubricated system running under boundary lubrication conditions can be modeled according to Fig. 1 ; with a system consisting of three layers [22] . The top layer is a physically/chemically adsorbed layer forming the first line of defense against high friction and extensive wear and is meant to provide protection under mild conditions. This layer is adsorbed on a harder thin chemically reaction layer, which is, however, still softer than the bulk material or the NC-layer. The chemical layer is typically built up from oxides formed on the surface and chemical products originating from the additives present in the oil, which have reacted with the oxide on the surface forming a complex structure which typically consists of an amorphous glass-type of material. Underneath this layer a metallurgical altered NC-layer exists, which is formed through high strain rates under high hydrostatic pressures. This layer is the final line of defense protecting the less ductile bulk material against tearing. The current model will focus mainly on the role of the chemical reacted layer and NC-layer. The wear model will be based upon a SAM model and will be discussed briefly followed by a short discussion on the material model used for the NC-layer and finally the concept of the complete wear model will be discussed after which two examples will be shown, demonstrating the practical application of the current model.
Contact Model
The system built up in Fig. 1 may suggest that a layered contact model is needed. However, through some welleducated simplifications this is not necessary. First the chemical reacted layer, which is very thin in comparison with the contact patch size used in this study, will be neglected in the normal direction (e.g., the direction in which the normal load is applied). The chemical layer in systems operating under conditions studied is approximately 100-nm thick and has a Young's modulus of 80 GPa, as shown in Table 1 . The data used for the Fig. 1 Layers present at the surface of a run in system. The top layer is a physically/chemically adsorbed layer which only withstands very mild operational conditions. The second layer is a chemical layer which is a mixture of oxides and chemical products of the lubricant. The third layer is a nano-crystalline layer formed at the top of the bulk material by severe plastic deformation under large hydrostatic pressure 
h coating 100 nm micro-geometry are interference microscope measurements with a lateral resolution of 1 lm. To estimate the exact effect of the layer on the stress state and contact pressure the interference microscopy measurement shown in Fig. 2 is used combined with the theory presented in [23] . In Fig. 3 , the resulting stress and pressure field for the elastic calculations are shown using the input parameters given in Table 1 . Here the overall coefficient of friction is set to 0.1, which is the value used for the situation where the oil provides sufficient protection as will be discussed in the next section. The normal load is set to 0.6 N, at this value the maximum pressure is in the range of the hardness of the bulk material and thus will give a realistic contact situation. As can be clearly seen the effect of the layer on both the stress-state in the bulk material as the normal pressure is less than 5%. This justifies the simplification suggested before. In the tangent (sliding direction) the dominant influence of the chemical layer will be on the coefficient of friction. If the chemical layer is sufficient in protecting the surface the main shearing will be located in the chemical layer and thus lowering the coefficient of friction. This subject will be discussed in more detail in the next section which deals with the local nature of the coefficient of friction.
The behavior of the NC-layer can be split up into two parts: (1) elastic or (2) plastic. For the elastic part, the assumption can be made that the properties of the NC-layer with negligible porosity do not change down to a crystal size of 20 nm, which originates from a study by Kim and Bush [24] , see Fig. 4 . The average grain size reported in literature for tribologically induced NC-layers at steel surfaces are in the range 20 nm and higher, see, e.g., [7, 9] ; thus, for the elastic part a model without layers can be used for the simulations regarding steel-like materials. This enables the use of the SAM model discussed in [21] with only a small adaptation, since the plastic part is calculated separately and then imposed on the elastic bulk through the use of eigen-strains. For the exact code, the interested reader is referred to the dedicated literature about the SAM model in [20, 21, 25] , where the model is dealt with in detail. The version of the code used in this study slightly differs from the one dealt with in this literature since the convergence of the plasticity loop is over the stress rather than over the strain which is dealt with in more detail in [26] . Only a short overview of the most important parts of the code and the ones that are adapted are presented here. Starting with the reciprocal theory applied to a semi-infinite volume with boundary C and volume X. For this body, different states are defined: an initial state with internal strains u; e; r; f i ð Þ and a state for the time undefined:
Using the reciprocal theory and the assumption that the second state is the one in which the surface is loaded by a unit pressure p i * at the location A gives:
Here Here stating e 0 ij ¼ e pl ij and only integrating over the volume where the plastic strains are not zero X = X pl the displacement field is written as a function of the elastic and the plastic strains. Using Hook's law:
Rewriting (3):
Þ ð4Þ
If now the unit pressure and unit force are replaced by the complete pressure and force fields, a solution can be found for a complete rough contact situation. This is done by descrization of the surface C into surface elements N s of size Dx 9 Dy and the volume into elements N v of size Dx 9 Dy 9 Dz. On which at the surface uniform pressures are acting and in the volume the strains inside each volume element are uniform. Starting with the elastic surface displacement which then becomes the sum of the individual pressure patches:
Here x, y are the coordinates of observation and x 0 n ; y 0 n are the coordinates of the center of the excitation patch n, the expressions of D n 3i are given in the appendix, where i can have the value of 3 for the displacement due to normal force and 1 for the displacement due to traction. Next is the displacement due to the plastic strains e p ij . Using the assumption of uniform strains within the volume elements:
Here (x, y) is the location of the point of observation on the surface and x 0 n ; y The stresses for the total system, given in Eq. 4, can also be expressed in a summation form:
Here the expressions for S elas ij and S pl ij for the different parts are given in the appendix, where the expression originally used in the code discussed in [20, 21] are replaced by more efficient equations originating from [27] . Now the surface displacement and the stress inside the bulk material of an elastic half space with plastic strains inside the volume are described by equations it can be used to model the contact of the elasto-plastic contact between two half spaces using the model depicted One part will be discussed here in detail with respect to the plastic loop and the validation of the code. In the original code the Prandtl Reuss method is used to compute the plastic strains this is later on adapted by Nelias et al. [21] to a return mapping algorithm to increase the efficiency of the code.
The current model also uses a return mapping algorithm, however, in the current version the plastic loop is changed to a stress related one rather than strain. As can be seen in [20] the plasticity loop is stopped if convergence of the plastic strain is reached. However, the basis of the plasticity theory states that for a system to stay in the elastic regime the elastic stresses should be on the yield surface:
This is, however, not per definition satisfied if the convergence criterion used is based on the plastic strain inside the body. In the current model, the plasticity loop used is depicted in Fig. 7 . Here the yield surface is defined by the von Mises yield criterion and the loop is stopped if the stress state in the complete meshed volume is either within the yield surface or within the predefined error outside the yield surface. Also the iteration on the stress rather than on the strain ensures that the plasticity loop stays stable, since the return mapping algorithm is unconditionally stable. To validate the new plasticity loop the examples given in Fig. 5 [21] are reproduced and the results are presented in Fig. 8 . It can be concluded that the current code gives approximately the same results for the low-friction situation and slightly better results for the high-friction situation. However, the results of the SAM code will not correspond completely with the FEM solution since the tangential displacement is taken into account in a decoupled method in the SAM code while in the FEM code they are coupled. Now the complete surface displacement and stress state can be calculated and the contact problem stated as:
The inequalities stated by Eq. 9 can be solved using the CGM method [28] :
The above method is the elastic loop in Fig. 6 . 
Material Model
The NC-layer is included in the contact model using a different model for the yield stress and hardening behavior for the fist few elements in depth direction. However, the exact value of the plastic properties of the first few hundred nanometers underneath the surface is currently still not fully defined due to lack of understanding of the NC-layer. In literature , the different authors have different opinions since different measured values are found for the hardness of the materials near the surface as a result of crystalline changes due to tribological/mechanical interaction or artificially created NC-layers (see for example [10] [11] [12] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). Therefore, in this article the exact numerical data will not be the point of particular interest or will the origin of the layer be. The focus will be on the effect the different yield behaviors have on the wear modeling. This approach gives the opportunity to make a clear distinguishing between the two main theories which both will be dealt with. The first one is that the NC-layer only exhibits hardening: introducing a hard surface layer capable of withstanding the high local pressures present at the peaks of the asperities, resulting in a hardness profile shown in Fig. 9a . The second theory states that the NC-layer formed has a gradual increase/decrease curve and thus has a very ductile nature.
This will prevent high shear strains in the bulk material preventing the forming of cracks in the bulk material while the NC-layer accommodates the required plastic strain. The hardness profiles resulting from this theory are presented in Fig. 9b . These curves are reproduced from measurements presented in [6] . The three curves represented: curve A originates from a new sampled after polishing, curve B from a mild wear test, and curve C from a failed (high wearing) system. These three curves are mainly of interest to see if the change seen from hardness profile A to curve B has a positive effect in the simulations, since this is the profile created and thus favored by a system with low wear.
Friction Model
The next step is to formulate a criterion for the failure of the boundary layers so the local coefficient of friction can be determined. The coefficient of friction will be split into two regimes: high local coefficient of friction by metal-tometal contact and a low coefficient of friction where the main shearing is located in the chemical reaction layer. The defined regimes have different coefficients of friction in the range of 0.1 and 0.4 for protected and unprotected areas, respectively. The transition from the one to the other is seen as a stepwise phenomenon, if the failure criterion of the layer is transcended the coefficient of friction ''jumps'' to the higher value. A representation of the boundary layer is given in Fig. 1 . Here the adsorbed layer is equivalent to the high viscous layer reported in different studies and does not play a role in the anti-wear properties at severe conditions [29] [30] [31] , which are typical for run-in situations. To model the chemically reaction layer an assumption has to be made regarding the material model to be used for this layer, e.g., what kind of behavior this layer has. Based on the study presented in [32] it is suggested that the chemical reacted boundary layers acts as a solid rather than a viscous fluid. In this study the boundary layer is thus modeled as an elastic-plastic solid, where the transition from elastic to plastic is defined by the von Mises yield criterion as is used for the bulk material. The properties of this layer are based on averaging the properties given from the different studies are presented in Table 2 . The main properties determined from this table are the thickness of the layer estimated at 100 nm and the Young's modulus of the layer of 80 GPa. The yield stress of the surface layer is not very well defined in the different studies and ranges from 2 to 6 GPa. However, if the layer thickness is estimated at 100 nm the indentation depth is not to exceed 10 nm for the hardness measurement. This is not the case for the measurements reporting 6 GPa and to the authors opinion the hardness of the NC-layer/bulk material is influencing the measurement significantly and this results in an unrealistic high hardness. Hardness profile according to measurements presented in literature. a Increasing hardness toward the surface. b Different hardness profiles for curve A polished surface, curve B mild wearing surface, and curve C for a severe wearing surface [7] For this reason the simulations are done with a chemical layer with a hardness of 2 GPa, which results in a yield stress of approximately 0.7 GPa.
The model described before can visually be expressed as show in Fig. 10 , where the bulk material is protected by ''friction-elements,'' representing the chemical layer, which currently have the sole purpose to indicate the coefficient of friction locally present, under which the NC material is located. The pressure criterion is based on the idea first presented in [33, 34] , where it is suggested the growth of tribo-chemical film protecting the surface must be greater then the removal rate for the lubricant to protect the surface against severe wear. Here it is assumed that the growth is diffusion-based process and can be expressed as:
the different values of K 0 are given in Table 3 . The nominal pressure is lower than the system studied, however, since it is assumed that the growth of the layer will take place outside the contact area the main factor influencing the growth rate will be the temperature of the oil.
The amount the chemical layer removal is indicated by the plastic strain in the direction normal to the surface ðe layer zz Þ. Due to its limited thickness it is safe to assume all stresses do not vary through the thickness of the layer ( or ij oz ¼ 0), e.g., the plain stress state. To calculate the plastic strain, the following simplification of the conditions the layer has to withstand are made. From the bulk side the layer is stretched by the strain of the bulk material, because it sticks to the bulk material (no slip condition between layer and bulk material) and at the top the pressure and shear is put on the surface of the layer. This results for the pre-strain in:
where i, j, and k can be x, y, or z and the external pressures from the top side are given by the normal load and the traction:
Using these stress conditions the plastic strain can be calculated. The maximum plastic strain allowed in normal direction is determined by the amount of growth gained every cycle. This is done to satisfy the chemical balance which is needed for the protection:
Here X t ð Þ is the growth rate of the chemical film and W t ð Þ is the wear rate. If now the growth rate is expressed per Fig. 10 Representation of the wear model built up cycle and it is assumed the layer only grows outside the apparent contact area the time of growth will be, see Fig. 11 :
The maximum amount of plastic strain allowed in the normal direction over the thickness of the layer per contact cycle can be expressed as:
Here h balance is the layer thickness measured for a system, see Table 2 .
Wear Model
In the current model, the coefficient of friction is determined locally as discussed in the previous section by assuming the protection of the lubricant is limited to preset contact conditions, e.g., a maximum amount of chemical film that is allowed to be removed each contact cycle given by Eq. 17. As for the coefficient of friction also the wear can be thought of as a 2-fold mechanism: local severe wear and local mild wear. For the mild wear (protected) situation it is first assumed that negligible wear will occur at these locations since the shearing will be located in the boundary layers formed on the steel surface and thus no bulk material will directly be removed. This corresponds well with real systems running in mild conditions since particles generated by this type of systems are mainly built up from chemical products which originated from the chemicals present in the oil [34, 35] . The severe wear is based on the brittle wear behavior of high-strength carbon steels and is associated with a high coefficient of friction. The train of thought in the wear model used here is introduced by Nelias et al. [19] . The wear model is found upon a recent study of Oila and Bull [35] , who stated that micro-pitting was related to microcracks underneath the surface. To predict the formation of these micro-cracks a crack criterion is needed, which is currently simulated as a maximum equivalent plastic strain. It is then assumed that the crack runs along the line of the plastic volume both reaching the surface and transcending the critical strain value, creating a wear volume. In the current simulations, it is assumed that the wear volume is removed in only one cycle directly after it is formed. Incorporating this threshold directly in the system creates very large wear since sharp edges will be created on the sides of the worn volume. To deal with this problem the volume removed is smoothened using a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter. This, however, introduces numerical artifacts, which can be used to modify the model for less or more ductile materials. This is left out in the discussion in [19] as will be done currently for brevity, but is discussed in detail in [36] and the reader is thus referred to this study for more details on the smoothening. The complete wear model is schematically shown in Fig. 6 . To reduce the effect of the element size on the wear volume an interpolation is used to determine the wear depth, again for more details the reader is referred to [36] .
Results
Using the methods discussed above a set of examples will be calculated, using a relatively rough surface of a hard turned pin (Fig. 12) . This surface is measured using an inter-reference microscope with a lateral resolution of 1 lm and a depth resolution of 1 nm. The Ra value of the surface is 0.270 lm. Using the values of K 0 given in Table 3 , a contact width of 300 lm, total wear track of 314.15 mm (e.g., track radius of 50 mm), a oil bath temperature of 100°C and a sliding speed of 1 m/s gives a Fig. 11 Wear track versus apparent contact area Fig. 12 Surface profile of the surface used in the simulations: a relatively rough, hard turned surface growth of the chemical layer of 2.04 nm for each cycle. Using an average chemical layer thickness of 100 nm results in e layer zz max ¼ 2%, which will be used in the current simulations. The nominal contact pressure for the contact simulations is kept at approximately 150 MPa (a normal load of maximal 0.6 N). This load is applied in a linear increasing and decreasing signal while a Coulomb friction law is used to simulate a quasi-sliding situation. A load cycle refers to a complete increase and decrease of the normal load while a load step refers to one incremental load step. The next step is setting up a threshold for the equivalent plastic strain at which the bulk material and NC material will tear. Here two different material models will be evaluated, one for the base material and one for the NC-layer. The base material is represented by a failure strain given in [19] of 0.2% equivalent strain. For the NC-layer, a higher equivalent strain will be used in the range of 2%. In reality, this value might be much higher since in literature super plasticity is reported for some types of NC material. The reason for the adaptation of the material model is to give show the effect of a more ductile soft layer at the surface as would be formed by the tribosystem through the reduction of the grain size in the form of a NC-layer underneath the surface [8, 37] . For the work hardening of both the materials a Swift hardening law combined with an isotropic hardening model is used: r yield e pl eq ¼ B C þ e pl eq Á a n ð18Þ
The parameters used are B = 1780 MPa, C = 4, and n = 0.095. If a is set to 10 6 the material model represents AISI 52100, which is a highly work hardening material with very limited plastic strain e pl eq max ¼ 0:2%.
Simulation Results
For the brittle bulk material model the results are presented in Fig. 13 . Here it can be seen that the mean wear takes place in the first six load cycles and then is reduced to only mild wear, see Fig. 13c, d . This suggests very good wear resistance, however, looking at the friction coefficient it can be seen the coefficient of friction remains at a relatively high level (0.17), due to the fact that the surface stays relatively rough and the oil cannot provide sufficient protection at all contact locations. If the friction level remains at this high value more energy will be dissipated and thus available for inducing wear which is not wanted in a system. The efficiency of the system itself will also be reduced by the higher frictional level. However, since mild wear is currently not modeled the exact influence of the higher friction level is difficult to quantify. However, higher friction levels induce higher contact temperatures and a more tribologically stressed system. As the removal rate of the chemical layer is higher it can be suggested that the wear level of this type of system will be increased by a more corrosive wear mechanism. In the second calculation example the material model curve A is used see Fig. 9 . The results of the simulation are given in Fig. 14 and it can be concluded that the wear volume here is increasing in a linear manner after it is stabilized after the first load cycles. This suggests that the surface is still smoothening (running-in) after 25 cycles. This is also represented in a lowering of the overall coefficient of friction. This suggests that the surface roughness is reduced more than when bulk material would be present at the surface instead of the NC-layer, which reduces the stress put on the chemical protective layer. The effect of a NC-layer on top of the bulk material would in this case be isolating the plastic core into the surface material ensuring that material removal will result in a smoothening of the surface and thus local pressure reduction, which will reduce wear on the larger time scale. At first sight the presence of a NC-layer with the properties of material curve A would not be beneficial; however, with respect to the lifetime of the component it will be. Especially if the ductility would be increased due to super plasticity, however this concept is not fully understood in NC materials yet and is thus left out of the discussion for this moment. Calculation of the frictional and wear behaviors using curve B or C (which is very close to curve B) as the material model for the NC-layer one finds that the effect of roughness reduction is even more pronounced, see Fig. 15 , and the system and the overall fictional level is reduced even further for the complete contact, e.g., the oil is capable of protecting the complete system. To the authors opinion this is the system strived for by nature, since the least amount of energy is dissipated through frictional losses. However, as can be concluded from the figure the wear volume is still increasing linearly after 25 cycles while the complete surface is protected by the chemical layer which is most probably due to the very strictly chosen e pl eq max ¼ 2% for the NC-material. In literature both high-and low-equivalent strain values are reported for the NC-layer. For this purpose a simulation is run where the maximum equivalent strain is increased to e pl eq max ¼ 5%, the results of which are presented in Fig. 16 . The effect of increasing the strain is mainly limited to the first five cycles after which the slope of the wear volume increase is stabilized at the same value as for the simulations run with an equivalent strain of e pl eq max ¼ 2%.
If the hardness curve showing only hardening within the NC-layer is used, the results for the calculations are given in Fig. 17 . The wear volume is in the same range as for the bulk material model, with the difference that the wear is still slowly increasing after 25 cycles, suggesting a slowly smoothening surface. This effect will lower the local pressure put on the protecting layer, decreasing the overall coefficient of friction. This mechanism would very well be the most beneficial for the system since the removal rate is low compared to the ones obtained using a soft ductile NC-layer and the while still effectively reducing the local pressure by roughness reduction, resulting in mild running conditions and as a result a low wearing system without a large volume loss of material.
Conclusions
A wear model is presented which is based on the hypothesis that a system which wears under mild oxidative conditions is protected by a surface layer of which the removal and grow rate are in balance. The values used as an input for this model are taken from literature and are therefore realistic values. To investigate the effect the different material properties of the NC-layer, reported throughout literature, has on the wear of this type of system three different material behaviors are included in the model. From the results it can be concluded that the presence of a NC-layer has a great influence on the wear behavior and frictional behavior of the system. The most beneficial would be a NC-layer with increased hardness toward the surface while also presenting a slight increase of ductility (maximum equivalent strain set at 2%). The real properties of the NC-layer are still unclear yet and future research on this will hopefully give a better insight into the properties and origin of this important layer.
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Appendix

Surface Displacement Coefficients
The surface displacement due to a unit pressure put on a surface patch of size 2a 9 2b [38] : The surface displacement due to unit traction put on a surface patch of size 2a 9 2b [38] :
Expressions for the surface displacement due to a volume element of size 2a 9 2b 9 2c with uniform strains inside the volume [27] : 
The stress influence vector can be split up into two parts: one for the stress inside the plastic volume X p and one outside the volume. The stresses outside the plastic volume: w ;kk ¼ Àf k ln r þ f l
